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Our last magazine was issued in November and in that
short space of time, Decom North Sea has been busy
expanding our members’ exposure to a range of domestic,
international and cross-sector opportunities.

As you will have noticed, the past few months have seen
wider industry conversation around the Energy Transition
increase dramatically, and in that respect, we find that our focus on decommissioning as
the natural ‘gap-filler’ for 2021- 2024 is gaining traction. And as those discussions continue
apace, I am glad to see that a wider industry realisation that late life and decommissioning
activity plays a huge role in the transition process.
This was clear to see during the recent Decom Futures event, highlighting the role
decommissioning can play in facilitation of the Energy Transition, not the mention its
potential in the reduction of emissions and the creation of jobs.
Overall, Decom Futures attracted over 250 registrations, reflecting the interest in crosssector opportunities ahead as our industry evolves. With 15 countries represented by
our speakers, panelists and participants, Decom Futures was also designed to illustrate
the significant export potential available to our members. It’s an area that we continue
to place an emphasis upon by a number of means, including ongoing collaboration with
Scottish Development International, the Energy Industries Council and the Department
for International Trade. In addition to our input to major industry events, such as the EIC’s
Energy Exports Conference this June, you will notice this international emphasis is reflected
in many of our own events. A very recent example of this was our latest webinar - held in
conjunction with DIT, the Brazilian Society of Naval Engineers and the Federal University of
Rio de Janeiro – which explored the ongoing ALSUB tender to decommission flexible lines
and anchor systems, and the pipeline of projects and main challenges in Brazil.
Equally, you will find that alongside updates on UK activities, international opportunities
are very much a focus of our next major event, Decom Week 2021 (17 – 21 May). Set to
be the largest global event focused on offshore decommissioning, a week of virtual
sessions and live streamed events will continue to link our delegates with multiple
international markets. Formally endorsed by, and with input from both the Scottish and
UK Governments, the event is set to explore all domestic opportunities available too, with
contributions from every UK operator involved in decommissioning. It’s an event you won’t
want to miss, so look out for further information in your inbox soon.
Finally, I hope you enjoy the latest edition of Decom News, which includes some
particularly interesting updates from the Health and Safety Executive, Zero Waste Scotland
and the Nuclear Decommissioning Authority. You’ll also find some great member news
around the outcome of DNS’ collaborative partnership with the European Space Agency,
which has led to members receiving funding as a part of the ESA’s Solutions stream. This
result is a succinct reflection of DNS’ objective; to assist our members in identifying and
optimising the potential for success. We look forward to continuing to do so throughout
2021 and beyond.

Will Rowley
Interim Managing Director

Publication in Decom News does not constitute an endorsement by Decom News or Decom North Sea Ltd, or the staff of Decom North Sea Ltd.
Front cover photo credit Paul ‘Spider’ Webster.
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Design for Reuse Competition
Charlotte Stamper, Sector Manager, Energy Infrastructure, Zero Waste Scotland
The phrase “carbon footprint” usually conjures up images of
aeroplanes, cars, and power stations, but 4/5ths of Scotland’s
carbon footprint actually comes from goods and services we all
use1 (known as “consumption emissions” or “embodied carbon”).
This is because emissions are generated during the production,
consumption and disposal of things like the coffee we drink, the
clothes we wear, and the fabric of the buildings we work in.
The key to reducing our emissions impact, and concurrently
maximising the economic benefit of the resources we have,
comes from employing a circular economy approach. Simply, this
involves keeping materials and products in their most valuable
states by reusing and repurposing as much as possible, with
recycling as a last resort option.

Re-use in oil and gas decommissioning
The oil and gas decommissioning sector is no different, and
studies have long identified that there are significant circular
economy opportunities associated with the decommissioning of
offshore assets.
An RSA report in 2015 highlighted steel sections as one of the
most significant opportunities for reuse2 and in the UK alone,
over 100,000 tonnes of steel will be removed from the North Sea
over the next 10 years3.
Although there have been isolated examples of successful reuse
(most notably John Lawrie Group and the steel tubulars in used
the construction of the Aberdeen TECA⁴), the overwhelming
majority of steel from decommissioning in the UK is broken
down and exported for smelting in European and Asian
steelworks.

Fresh thinking
The RSA Student Design Awards is a global competition for
emerging designers that has been running since 1924. It
challenges students and recent graduates to tackle pressing
social, environmental and economic issues through design
thinking. Previous competition topics have covered areas such
as fast-fashion, the use of artificial intelligence in healthcare, and
community relations.
For the first time, next year’s competition will include an oil and
gas decommissioning topic, focussing on steel reuse. The students
will be asked to present replicable ideas that maximise progress
towards reuse and that can be applied across a wide range of
platforms. Decommissioning of oil and gas platforms is a global
issue and a solution found in the UK through this competition has
potential to make an impact across the world.
The project is being led by Zero Waste Scotland and supported by
a steering group consisting of Scottish Government, Decom North
Sea, Scottish Enterprise, Construction Scotland Innovation Centre,
and Alex West.
Current activity has the project group working with the RSA to
develop the competition brief, and we will be seeking input and
feedback from Decom North Sea members via the Reuse Special
Interest Group. With the official launch set for September 2021,
there is plenty of time for members to get involved and lend
their expertise and support in shaping the scope, and also in
implementing the winning solutions.
Please contact charlotte.stamper@zerowastescotland.org.uk for
more information.

The dismantling, shipping and smelting process is extremely
carbon intensive, the work involved does not generate jobs in
the UK, and the inherent value of high strength steels typically
used in offshore platforms is lost. All this leads to import of new
steel, at further financial and emissions costs to the UK.
It is clear that in order to support both domestic climate and
economic goals, this sector urgently needs replicable, innovative
solutions for the reuse of steel.

1https://www.gov.scot/publications/scotlands-carbon-footprint-1998-2016/pages/3/
2https://www.zerowastescotland.org.uk/sites/default/files/North%20Sea%20Oil%20and%20Gas%20Rig%20
Decommissioning%20%26%20Re-use%20Opportunity%20Report.pdf
3https://oilandgasuk.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/OGUK-Decommissioning-Insight-2019.pdf
⁴https://www.johnlawrie.com/tubulars/case-studies/teca
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A Year of Cross-Industry
Decommissioning Learning

The backdrop for collaborative
working is fuelled by a desire
to reduce decommissioning
costs and with such costs
predicted to be high, the
appetite for working together
is established.

Heather Barton, Cross Industry Learning Manager, Nuclear Decommissioning Authority
2020 will be remembered for many things, but for the Nuclear
Decommissioning Authority’s Cross-Industry Learning Team it is
also the year that saw great developments in sharing learning.
Sharing learning across industry has not always been easy,
with intellectual property rights to be considered as well as the
business thirst for competition with rivals. The decommissioning
industry is a great example though of where these challenges
have been overcome. The backdrop for collaborative
working is fuelled by a desire to reduce decommissioning
costs and with such costs predicted to be high, the appetite
for working together is established. In addition, the UK
government has challenged the nuclear sector to reduce the
cost of decommissioning by 20% and the cost of oil and gas
decommissioning by 35%. It is recognised that by working
together we stand a better chance of delivering these savings. In
doing this, the UK has the potential to become a global leader in
decommissioning, creating a decommissioning capability across
industrial sectors, with the opportunity to develop, perfect and
export valuable skills.
Cross-Industry Learning is a relatively new function
within the NDA, which aims to make the NDA estate more
insightful, externally-leaning and innovative. We believe that
different industries have a lot in common when it comes to
decommissioning and we can all benefit from cross-industry
sharing of expertise and learning. We love to connect people
from different companies across different industries in order
to share good practices on decommissioning. Working closely
with Decom North Sea, as well as the Oil and Gas Authority, the
Environment Agency, The National Nuclear Laboratory and more
recently Renewables and Defence, there has been a continued
drive and determination to share decommissioning lessons
learned and good practice.
Themes of common interest to the various industries have been
determined and the NDA has sponsored several engagements
between nuclear and other industries such as oil and gas,
defence, renewable energy, process, resource extraction, space,
transport, construction, utilities and waste management. Crossindustry learning is stimulating by these engagements that
have included collaborative projects, workshops, roundtables,
seminars and discussions.

In 2020 two of the themes of common interest that were explored
were Skills and Net Zero. Despite the global pandemic situation,
response from everyone was positive and the virtual technology
was embraced so that planned events could still go ahead. In many
ways the virtual environment made it easier to connect people
from many different areas of the UK.
Skills: The topic of transferable and mobility of skills between and
within industries was discussed virtually in May. The workshop
revealed several sub-themes that are shared in common between
industries, for example; an ageing workforce; a need to plan for
additional skills development as each sector considers how to
capitalise on the impact of the new digital age; common need
to attract a new, more diversified workforce in an increasingly
competitive engineering biased market.
As we re-imagine what a new post-pandemic economy could
look like, the transferability and mobility of our workforce offers
particular opportunities for employees to consider the move from
areas of industrial decline into new high growth markets: a move
that calls for effective planning and collaboration of multiple
organisations across sectors. Several actions were noted in the
workshop and these can be categorised as the realisation of the
benefit of closer working and thematic alignment with other
sectors. One action led to a joint employment-focused webinar led
by OGUK and joined by the nuclear and renewables sectors.

Net Zero: “That there is a climate crisis is no longer in dispute…”
was the opening comment from the NDA Chair of the Environment,
Safety & Security committee of the NDA Board. All invited
workshop participants and subject matter experts were in
agreement, and there were some strong take-away messages from
all sessions, not least of which was the pace of change required,
and that each individual and organisation should insist on change
and feel empowered to make that change without otherwise
waiting for others. “We cannot sit back and wait for leadership from
somebody else … we need to encourage Government by showing
how serious we are about it”. Large organisations have made a
start in assessing Scope 1 & 2 emissions, those caused by sources
either owned or directly controlled by the organisation, and heat
and power purchased for own use. However, we learned that Scope
3 emissions are potentially more impactful to measure, as these
include upstream goods and services procured, or downstream
products and services sold and can exceed scopes 1 and 2
combined.
A key message regarding establishing a robust, evidenced and
transparent Net Zero pathway, is that offsetting any residual
emissions through nature-based solutions, such as planting trees,
is finite. We need to be removing carbon from the atmosphere.
We learned that research shows “resistance to change” is often
portrayed as a bad thing in organisations, but they can also be
a reaction to inappropriate means of change. People are not
necessarily resistant to change, but resistant to being changed.
Organisations are constantly in states of flux, so the key is not how
to change them, but how to make the change in the right direction
through three types of small but deep, cognitive and structural
interventions. Performance metrics are difficult to apply against
cultural change as they can have unintended consequences such
as “gaming the system”. How we judge whether a change has been
successful, and whether the positive effects outweigh the negative,
varies according to an individual’s position and orientation.
“All actions have costs and unintended consequences, but so do
inactions. Deep change, even if uncomfortable, is necessary.”
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Looking ahead to 2021
Looking ahead to this year, there are several areas to be worked
on. The team are liaising with an international group of
nuclear institutions to build a global nuclear decommissioning
benchmarking capability. This international effort aims to
implement the recommendations of a recent Nuclear Energy
Agency Report, delivered by a Task Team led by the NDA. Once
deployed, the benchmarking capability will enable the NDA to
learn from peer organisations in the nuclear industry around the
world how to optimise decommissioning scope, approaches and
their cost and schedule.
Themes of common interest will continue to stimulate the sharing
of insights between sectors, and the next themes that are being
explored are Designing for Decommissioning, Sustainable Regional
Economies and Governance & Assurance. To find out more about
our work, please get in touch or check out the TotalDECOM website
material which is hosted here: Cross Industry Collaboration –
TotalDECOM
Cross-industry Learning is a perpetual journey with no final
destination. The journey can however be full of successes successful outcomes are when lessons learned are sought, applied,
captured and shared; new ideas are embraced rather than resisted,
and learning is a habit, not a project.
The great thing about cross-industry learning is that it is inclusive everyone can participate! Remember to think about cross-industry
during your day to day wok. You may be pleasantly surprised to
find that your industry is not as unique as you think, that your
challenges have been faced by others and that perhaps colleagues
in another industry will be able to add enormous value to your
enterprise with a key insight, freely shared. It may be over 2
decades since BT’s “It’s good to talk” commercials hit our screens,
but now more than ever it is just as relevant.
nda.gov.uk
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HSE Engages with Sector
via Decom North Sea
The responsibility for the regulation of work activities associated
with decommissioning of oil and gas platforms lies with the UK’s
safety regulator, the Health and Safety Executive (HSE). Currently,
offshore activities are regulated by HSE’s Energy Division and
onshore activities jointly regulated by Construction Division and
Field Operations Division. Onshore and Offshore Divisions work
under different regulatory regimes.
The offshore oil and gas sector is regulated under a permissioning
regime via the safety case and associated major accident legislation.
When onshore they are regulated via the Health & Safety at Work
etc Act and a suite of non-major hazard regulations. The offshore
permissioning regime puts a great deal of onus on the operators
however, as the UKCS moves fully into decommissioning different
business models are evolving which puts increased emphasis on
the role of the supply chain. Companies providing support to
operators has long been the modus operandi of business in the
North Sea and although this has been regulated via the safety case
regulations the move into full blown decommissioning has seen the
supply chain’s role move front and centre.
HSE recognised that with this shift it was necessary to establish
lines of communication directly with both the onshore and offshore
supply chain to allow open conversation on decommissioning
health and safety issues, to foster a better understanding of each
other’s position and drivers, to outline regulatory expectations and
to answer questions raised by industry.
In response to the emerging onshore decommissioning and
dismantling of offshore oil and gas infrastructure, HSE developed
strategies for both onshore and offshore with the intention of
reducing the likelihood of low-frequency, high-impact incidents
and delivering robust and consistent regulation. Decommissioning
is seen as a priority area and these strategies were agreed at board
level signalling HSE’s commitment to effective regulation of this area.
HSE initially established a temporary offshore decommissioning
team to give an overview of industry developments and ensure
adequate arrangements were in place to oversee the regulation
of the sector. Since 2019 the team has achieved the majority of its
objectives both internally, building systems to ensure consistency
of regulatory approach, and externally, facilitating dialogue
between HSE’s offshore specialists and operating companies as to
expectations, lessons learned and ways forward. The offshore team
is set to disband in early 2021.
There was recognition that although HSE is split into offshore
and onshore regulatory regimes an installation’s journey through
decommissioning and dismantlement traverses these and HSE
needed a similarly cohesive approach to onshore decommissioning
to ensure any issues that might arise as the structure moves from
one legal framework to another were minimised and that it was
a smooth process for all parties involved. Part of the solution to
this issue was to appoint an Onshore National Co-ordinator for

Information sharing can be
improved between these
parties which will ultimately
lead to increased safety
across the board.

Decommissioning and Dismantling North Sea Installations from
within the Construction Division.
This role is to oversee a national inspection team consisting of
experienced inspectors from across all disciplines in HSE. As
well as regulatory inspectors the team consists of construction,
electrical, mechanical, chemical and occupational health and
hygiene specialists. The National Coordinator liaises with the
inspection teams in HSE’s Energy Division to identify those
decommissioning projects which would benefit from an
early regulatory intervention prompted by a history of prior
enforcement by HSE, the complexity or size of a particular
structure, the need for intricate lifting operations or some other reason.
The strategy also includes a commitment to engage with
the industry to enable them to plan for compliance with the
Health and Safety at Work Etc. Act 1974 and in particular the
Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 2015 (CDM)
where applicable.
To allow HSE to engage with a wider offshore and onshore
audience, the supply chain forums were devised, facilitated by
Decom North Sea. These allow HSE to present directly to the
offshore supply chain and answer questions and comment on
points raised by industry. It was recognised that in order for
these events to be successful, then areas of concern should be
openly discussed, with clear guidance on what compliance with
legislation looks like and the sharing of lessons learned.
The first session looked at the legal background of current
offshore safety regulations, the second session at the evolution
of an installation’s safety case as it moves from operational
to final dismantlement, the differences between connected
activities and combined operations and how joint operations
may introduce issues pertaining to primacy, emergency
response, control of work and new major accident hazards.
The third session looked at the way the legal situation changes as
the installation is relocated onshore for final dismantlement and
no longer falls under the auspices of the safety case regulations.
Final dismantlement is (legally) treated like any other
construction/demolition project and onshore legislation applies.
This legislation includes CDM - the Construction (Design and
Management) Regulations 2015 (the primary suite of regulations
for managing the health, safety and welfare of personnel
involved in construction and demolition projects).
Most recently, HSE’s Onshore National Coordinator delivered a
presentation on CDM compliance and the importance of early
engagement between the supply chain and operators to ensure
that all relevant pre-construction information is provided to the
right parties. This was followed a Q and A session that allowed
industry to ask the regulator for advice and opinion on numerous issues.

Looking to the future, the industry has expressed an interest in
dedicated sessions focussed on specific areas of dismantling, for
example temporary works and the stability of structures. There
is also potential for a joint operator and supply chain session to
examine ways in which communication and information sharing
can be improved between these parties which will ultimately lead
to increased safety across the board.
hse.gov.uk
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Pipelines & The
Circular Economy

Re-use or recycle
Water jets – this method is relatively effective from a speed
perspective but is prohibitively costly as it requires a lot of power,
is dangerous and environmentally damaging as chemicals leak out
through the water escape.

With 7,500km of pipelines to be decommissioned over the next 10
years in the UK and Norway alone, there has never been a better
time to explore how these pipelines can be removed and recycled
in a way that minimises carbon footprints and encourages the
re-use of such high quality steel tubulars. Since its establishment
in 2011, this has been the core mission of Decom Engineering developing innovative solutions for decommissioning that carry a
positive environmental impact.

Remove and recycle
There are two aspects to this problem - initially how to remove
pipelines in a way that is cost effective and results in minimal
damage, thus allowing maximum potential for re-use and then
crucially, to find a valuable way to repurpose or recycle it.

Clean removal
One of the biggest challenges we have seen with the cutting
of pipelines is the efficacy of cutting apparatus subsea and the
ability to make multiple cuts on a single deployment. For example
if hydraulic shears are utilised then this means the pipe ends are
crimped, making it harder to inspect, decontaminate and re-use or
recycle.
Decom has developed a solution to avoid this - a single blade
chopsaw with a Tungsten Carbide Tipped (TCT) blade that can
clamp through sediment and make a fast (c.32 minutes on 16” OD,
45mm WT, L80 grade material), clean cut of the pipeline (see figure
1). By utilising this method Decom is able to offer a solution that
can be ROV, crane or excavator operated and makes a fast, clean
cut through the pipeline whilst the versatile clamping system
allows easy movement through various sizes without the need for
retooling. Additionally, thanks to the longevity of a TCT blade many
cuts can be made before the need for re-tooling on the surface.
If the material has concrete around it or other casings or materials
to be cut then Decom has an interchangeable cutting head and
motor that can be swapped in and utilises a Vacuum Brazed
Diamond blade in a high speed low torque setup. This is ideal if
concrete or umbilicals in the vicinity of the pipeline need removal
or repair during the decommissioning process.
With decommissioned pipe coming out in clean cut sections,
internal probing and testing for decontamination work can
continue unobstructed leaving coated pipe that is easily handled.
The Decom chopsaw achieves this clean cut as seen in figure 2
making inspection easier and safer.

Simple lathes – some companies have developed a simple lathe
machine that works to remove just the PE (not the adhesive and PE)
but these are very slow, unsafe and are not scalable.

Figure 1 - Decom Chopsaw excavator mounted for
decommissioning a quiksilver gas pipeline

Reverse heating – pipe manufacturers can remove the coating only
by shutting down their entire plant and reversing the pipe through
the heating process for putting the coating on – this is expensive
in terms of energy usage, opportunity cost and once again is an
environmentally damaging option.

As a summary, utilising the Decom Chopsaw for pipeline removal
has a number of advantages:

Decom has provided an innovative solution to this problem by
developing a pipe coating removal system (see figure 4) that utilises
a cold method to remove both coatings (FBE/PE) whilst avoiding
any damage to the pipe.

• Can cut a range of sizes with one setup and be changed for size
without coming out of the water (see figure 3 for our subsea
model with ROV handles)
• Safe clamping mechanism
• Reverse cut mechanism to cut out of materials where needed
• Interchangeable from solid metal cut types to umbilical style
cuts by changing motor and blade type
• Low consumable costs (10 to 30 cuts per blade, before a low
sharpening or re-tipping cost compared with 1 to 2 cuts for a
diamond wire)
• Comparable cut times
• Smooth cut finish compared with shears which crimp the cut
area thus enabling repairs
Unfortunately a large barrier still remains - the original pipe coating.
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Specifically the machine has:
> A multi-tool station, typically 3-8 tools, which will process all pipe
coated between 4”- 60” in Diameter and 6-24m in length. Average
processing speed is 70m2 per hour.
> A waste collection and disposal system using on-board dust
extraction and collection conveyors for PE/PP
> Achieved a pipe surface that is left 100% clean of all coatings and
welds can be NDT tested (see figure 5).
The Decom machine can be easily installed anywhere in the world
limiting the additional movement of decommissioned pipe as the
carbon footprint of moving pipe more times than necessary far
exceeds that of moving the machine.

Figure 2 - a clean cut pipeline using a Decom chopsaw
making inspection simpler and safer

Additionally Decom is able to recycle the captured PE coatings to
further improve the green lifecycle of the pipelines.

Coating Removal
As the scale of pipeline decommissioning increases, the question
of what to do with coated pipeline that has lived its useful life in
the ground or underwater is becoming ever more urgent. A coated
pipe may be able to be re-used as an agri-roller, but other options
for resale are very limited. The increase in pipe supply therefore
presents a real risk that decommissioning yards will be overrun with
decommissioned pipe. As the pipes cannot be effectively recycled
with the coating on due to contamination of the process and so the
only viable solution is to remove the coating. Existing solutions for
this process are slow, costly, unsafe for operators, environmentally
unfriendly and poor quality. For example:
Excavator removal – there are some pipe stockists who have
developed their own removal attachment for an excavator that
acts as a scraping method. This method only works for tar/bitumen
coatings unless the pipe is heated up in which case it can work for
3-layer PE but is slow, expensive and could damage the pipe.
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At the end of this process are cleaned steel tubulars thus allowing
for the re-use of the pipeline in the most economical and
environmentally friendly manner. For example the pipeline can be
re-tested and then utilised for piling in the construction industry
(see figure 6), reducing construction costs and carbon footprint
and increasing availability compared to ordering brand new steel
tubulars for construction. The use of surplus steel in construction
and infrastructure projects can deliver huge savings on carbon
emissions and be a key part of the ‘Circular Economy’. Cleveland
Steel in the UK prepared an independent research report outlining
a comparative analysis of the environmental impacts of reused
coated steel tubes and against a benchmark of how these compare
to prime steel welded tubes.

Figure 3 - C1-24 Chopsaw with ROV setup
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Delivering a comprehensive
range of services for
decommissioning projects

Cleveland found that there are no technical, legal or practical reasons
that steel tubulars cannot be reused/repurposed. Over the last 40
years these products have worked very well where cost effective
testing exists to prove material properties and traceability as this
shows they are at least as good as new (prime) product. Carbon
savings of re-using steel tubulars was found to be between 95% 97% compared to using prime steel tubes by Cleveland Steel. This is
significantly more favourable than recycling the steel as scrap for new
tubes as recycling old tubes back into new tubes present significantly
lower environmental benefits.

Our decommissioning experience spans over a decade and allows us to provide
a specialist service tailored to your requirements. We offer a comprehensive
range of services through a single point of contact which enables us to deliver
the safest, most efficient package for your needs. Through planning, innovation
and collaboration, we create value from your decommissioning projects.

The commercial rationale:
The commercial rationale for buyers of the pipe is based on a mixture
of cost, regulatory and brand perception elements. In particular there
is growing pressure on the construction industry to be more resource
efficient, reduce waste and to lower embodied carbon impacts. More
recently, circular economy concepts are being promoted, particularly
at the EU level, with a roadmap developed to support a shift towards a
resource efficient, low carbon European economy. Increased structural
steel reuse will support both of these aims and stimulate new business
opportunities in the UK in particular, by substituting steel imports.

Figure 4 - Decom Coating Removal Machine giving
pipe a new lease of life

Although new steel and scrap steel prices are volatile, analysis reveals
that the long term price (2000-2016) differential between the cost
of UK structural steel and scrap sections is over £300 per tonne. This
represents the potential profit opportunity through structural steel
reuse. Although additional costs (relative to recycling) will be incurred
through deconstruction, testing, storage, re-fabrication, etc. structural
steel reuse can yield cost savings or at least provide an economical
feasible alternative to the use of ‘new’ structural steel.

LOGISTICS

MATERIALS

BULKS

MARINE

ENVIRONMENTAL

Managing and executing
your physical supply chain

Delivering transformational
change across your
materials operations

Integrated solutions for storage &
distribution of bulk products

Enhancing the efficiency of
your marine operations while
mitigating risk and cost

Providing complete waste
compliance and assurance

What about surplus pipe?
It is important to note that we often find that surplus pipe
from projects that never made it into a pipeline and have been
downgraded, can struggle to find a new home. This pipe is ideal for
coating removal also and can be a great way of recovering costs from
pipe that remains unused for any reason.

Figure 5 - Decom Coating Removal Machine cleaned
pipe visual

Safer, cheaper, greener - let’s go
Specifically by using a Decom Chopsaw and a Decom Coating Removal
Machine to complete the removal and cleaning the following benefits
will be achieved:
• Safer and more cost effective removal of the pipelines
• Cheaper and more environmentally friendly cleaning of the pipe
coatings
• Re-use of the structural steel within the economy reducing costs
and carbon footprint

decomengineering.co.uk

Figure 6 - recycled steel tubulars for use in marine
construction
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SECTOR
NEWS

Heerema Marine Contractors
Launches Unique Dredging Tool

COMMERCIAL

TECHNOLOGY
DEVELOPMENTS

Read our members’
commercial news as
they continue to deliver
safe, efficient and costeffective solutions to the
global decommissioning
sector.

The decommissioning
sector thrives on
innovation; find
out about the
latest technological
developments across
our membership.

PEOPLE

Who’s on the move?
Find out more
about key personnel
developments within the
decommissioning sector.

Heerema Marine Contractors, a specialist in integrated
Engineering, Preparation, Removal, and Disposal (EPRD) services in
decommissioning, has recently brought a new and innovative tool
to the market.
The Subsea Excavator is a dredging tool with a difference,
developed in-house by Heerema’s Decommissioning engineering
team to supplement the existing excavation devices available on
the hire market. The Excavator is designed to efficiently remove soil
around jacket foundations to allow external leg and pile cutting
activities using a diamond wire cutting machine.

Heerema found that existing equipment could be time-consuming
and, at times, prone to mechanical issues, especially in hard soils.
These tools are also relatively small compared to the lifting capacity
and deck space available on Heerema’s vessels. Therefore, they
designed a bigger tool that uses more of the available vessel
capability to deliver better dredging performance, including
halving the time taken by conventional devices in similar soils. The
Subsea Excavator was designed, fabricated, and put to work in only
seven months.
So far, the tool has been used on an extensive North Sea
decommissioning campaign in 2020 and will be used on three
projects throughout 2021. Decommissioning is a core business
for Heerema, which is why they are committed to investing in
innovation to improve efficiency and drive down decommissioning
costs for our clients.
hmc.heerema.com
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The Dräger Group announces new division of UK
business based in Aberdeen

COMMERCIAL

Dräger Safety UK, part of The Dräger Group, an international leader in the fields of medical and safety
technology, today announced the launch of Dräger Hire, a new UK-wide safety equipment rental
service.
The £2 million 2,000-item rental fleet will be operated from the firm’s Aberdeen base and will offer 24hour delivery across the full range of Dräger products anywhere in the UK.
The UK service will be supported by Dräger’s global rental headquarters, based in Krefeld, Germany,
which holds a 125,000-item fleet of rental equipment worth £30 million, and will fulfil more specialist
product items. Dräger manufactures its products, ranging from fire safety equipment and portable gas
detectors to thermal imaging cameras and rescue apparatus, in the UK and Germany.
Matthew Bedford, Managing Director Safety & Service, Dräger Safety UK, comments: “Dräger has been
driving innovation in safety technology for over 130 years and it is essential that we continue to listen
and respond to the changing ways that our customers want to do business.
“At the moment more than ever before, businesses want the latest safety equipment on hand exactly
when its needed, without the burdens that can sometimes come with ownership – maintenance,
calibrating, testing etc.
“We hope that by offering greater flexibility to customers through the launch of Dräger Hire we can
support UK businesses at a challenging time, helping them to keep workers safe, and allowing them to
do business in whichever way suits them best.”
The announcement comes as Dräger outlined the key findings of a consultation involving UK
businesses regarding the ways in which workplace safety is being affected by the pandemic.
• Almost half (46%) of those businesses surveyed reported that they had been forced to consider, or
had already enacted, prioritising business-critical issues such as worker safety over non-essential
spend because of current economic challenges.
• 88% of the businesses included in the research reported that social distancing requirements had
presented safety challenges, with people having to work in smaller teams or alone as a result
(22.6%).
Bedford continues: “Despite the current economic pressures that many businesses are under, it’s clear
that worker safety remains a high priority. Our consultation with businesses shows that ensuring
companies have the most modern equipment to safeguard their staff is the main perceived benefit
of renting, rather than purchasing, safety equipment (64%). This was followed by the advantage of
not being responsible for maintenance (56%), whilst the financial benefits of renting equipment –
specifically, aiding cashflow (12%) and being a lower cost alternative (22%) – ranked lower.”
The three core components of the Dräger Hire service include:
• Rental of individual or multiple items from Dräger’s extensive range of safety equipment which
includes gas detection devices, hazmat suits, safety harnesses and mobile radio systems.
• ‘Rental robots’ – automated lockers stocked with safety equipment installed at, or close to, a
customer facility allowing fast access to items when required by authorised personnel.
• Hire shops – fully-equipped safety equipment rental cabins installed and managed (by Dräger Hire
staff) on site at a customer facility, providing rapid access to ready-to-use devices.

draeger.com
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Wave Group Appoints
LNG Specialist

TECHNOLOGY
DEVELOPMENTS
Revised incident response planning is critical
in circumstances which may result in an LNG
explosion, after collision or leakage for example.
This explosion risk could quickly turn a minor spill
into a major casualty, leading to cryogenic burns,
asphyxiation, dispersion and fire. Without a source
of ignition LNG will vaporize from water rapidly,
however, the risks from vessel brittle fractures and
GHG emissions still need to be carefully assessed.
Public safety and risk mitigation are, of course,
critical considerations.
The involvement of an experienced LNG specialist
is essential from initial design stage through to
incident response management.

With the ongoing development of the Liquefied Natural
Gas (LNG) shipping sector, including use as a marine fuel,
we are delighted to announce the further expansion of
our team with the addition of Kenneth English, an LNG
Specialist and Class 1 Marine Engineer.
2020 saw the commencement of the IMO 0.5% Sulphur
Cap and a gradual shift to the use of LNG in shipping as
a more cost-effective bunker alternative. Compared to
heavy fuel oil, LNG is the cleanest marine fuel available
with significantly lower CO2, NOx and SOx emissions and
almost non-existent particle emissions, complying with the
requirements of the revised MARPOL Annex VI.
The recent launch of ultra-large LNG powered container
ships, offshore construction vessels and LNG cruise ships
are clear indications of the growth of this technology,
and its potential, for supporting the sustainability of the
maritime sector.
However, along with the cost and environmental benefits
from LNG, come risks associated with the design, build and
operation of LNG vessels. Minimising these risks includes
consideration of the high energy content of LNG tanks,
explosion hazard from gas leakage, the extremely low
temperatures of the LNG and, with the expansion of LNG
use into new sectors of shipping, inexperienced crew.

The addition of Kenny to our team of Marine
Engineers strengths our ability to provide that
essential LNG experience and increases our LNG
casualty response expertise even further.
Kenny is a Chartered Engineer with over 20 years
of experience working within the maritime sector,
predominantly with LNG. He is a member of the
Institute of Marine and Electrical Service Technicians
and holds a Class 1 Engineering Certificate of
Competency, having served on LNG and oil tankers.
Kenny’s 23 years spent with BP spanned the full
range of LNG activities, from LNG vessel operation to
newbuilds, dry dockings and management to LNG
Ship / Shore Compatibility Studies (SSCS), mooring
feasibility studies, LNG inspections, obsolescence
management, gas engines - both DFDE and MEGI,
fuel gas supply system management, LNG tank
repairs and marine support to sales and purchase
agreements.
Kenny was also the Chairman of two SIGTTO
(Society of International Gas Tanker and Terminal
Operators) working groups and, as a senior LNG
Superintendent, he was also responsible for the
mentoring and training of new Superintendents
within BP.
We are delighted to have Kenny join our team,
further enhancing our engineering and casualty
response capabilities and our ability to better serve
our clients. Our team of marine engineers have
many years’ experience in the investigation of
marine plant and fuel incidents, ship fires and major
casualties.
www.waves-group.co.uk
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BMT Awarded
European Space
Agency Project
BMT has been awarded a project by the
European Space Agency (ESA) to assess
the feasibility of using space-based data
to support the decommissioning of
energy assets.
The decommissioning of all energy
assets, such as oil and gas platforms
and wind farms, is currently a
pertinent issue worldwide. Oil and gas
decommissioning activities are ramping
up due to installations developed from
the 1970s onward reaching their end of
life. The wind farm decommissioning
market is also emerging, as assets
installed in the 1990s and early 2000s
start to approach their end-of-life phase.
Decommissioning activities need
to be carefully handled to minimise
environmental impact as they create
operational and financial risk for the
asset owner. Earth observation data
from satellites can play a key role in the
decommissioning activity, providing
regional overview of the maritime
environment and allowing operational
data from decommissioning teams in
the field to be interrogated in real-time.
This presents exciting opportunities for
the European industry to create new
commercial decommissioning solutions
enabled by space data and through
collaboration with decommissioning
sector knowledge industry leaders.
The study will look to provide accurate
information relating to hazards such as
sea and weather conditions, maritime
traffic and environmental pollution.
It will enable a reduction in the cost
of energy asset decommissioning by

providing improved scenario planning
in advance of decommissioning, as well
as minimising/optimising vessel usage
resulting in a reduction in fuel usage and
therefore reduced Green House Gas (GHG)
emissions.
The results of the technical feasibility
study will establish the roadmap for
service implementation through followon demonstration projects.
This activity is funded through the UK
Space Agency’s contribution to ESA’s
Space Solutions programme (https://
business.esa.int).
Dr Matthew Roberts, Managing Director,
BMT Environment UK, commented: “BMT
is proud to have been selected to deliver
this ESA project with our partners 4 Earth
Intelligence (4EI). Our knowledge of
solving complex engineering challenges
in the marine environment, coupled
with extensive experience of offering
environmental support to the UK energy
sector, we are well positioned to work
with 4EI’s expertise in earth observation
data analysis and services to deliver such
a ground-breaking feasibility study in
support of the offshore decommissioning
industry.”

SMEEF seeks funding
partners
The Scottish Marine Environmental
Enhancement Fund (SMEEF) is seeking new
partners. A new and exciting approach
to funding, the Fund accepts voluntary
donations from users of the marine
environment such as renewable energy,
shipping, aquaculture, fisheries, oil and gas
and uses it to create a grant pot for projects
which enhance the natural capital these
sectors rely on.
The fund will help to build a wellbeing
economy for Scotland’s coastal communities
and visitors and complement Scottish
Ministers’ commitment to develop a Blue
Economy Action Plan, included in the
Scottish Government’s Programme for
Government 2020/21 as well as supporting a
green recovery from the pandemic.
SMEEF has already attracted the support
and commitment of public bodies such
as NatureScot, Crown Estate Scotland and
Marine Scotland. The Offshore Wind Energy
sector has given great support during an
initial concept-forming phase. A formal
launch is planned for later in 2021.

To find out more, please contact
environment.uk@bmtglobal.com

The Fund is open for both donations and
enquiries. Email Fund Manager, Sarah Brown
at SMEEF@nature.scot or find out more here:

The view expressed above can in no way
be taken to reflect the official opinion of
the European Space Agency or the UK
Space Agency.

https://www.nature.scot/funding-andprojects/scottish-marine-environmentalenhancement-fund-smeef

bmt.org
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Taking energy forward.
From start to finish.

From simple jobs to complex projects, our Integrated Well
Abandonment team can plan, engineer, manage and
execute an operation to match your specific needs.
Currently, in collaboration with partners, we’re providing
an all-electric, rigless well abandonment solution that’s
both cost-effective and environmentally preferred—
meeting the community’s strict noise and emissions
regulations without impacting operational efficiency.
Learn more about this project and how Baker Hughes
can design and deliver the well abandonment solution
you need at bakerhughes.com/WellDecom.

bakerhughes.com
Copyright 2021 Baker Hughes Company. All rights reserved. 83037
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